Inpainting algorithm is used to fill missing information in an image. This paper proposes modified fast and enhanced exemplar based inpainting algorithm for solving unknown row filling problem. This technique is modification in updating criteria in fast and enhanced exemplar based inpainting algorithm. Our experimental results show that proposed scheme gives better result for unknown row filling problem.
INTRODUCTION
There are many inpainting algorithms. We can categorized it into three category.PDE or convolution based [7] , [8] based on classification of image blocks into texture and structure, [9] , [10] exemplar based algorithms. [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] .
The exemplar-based inpainting takes an exemplar and generates additional content based on that exemplar to create much more content than is contained in the exemplar. Blur is not seen when filling large area using exemplar based inpainting algorithm which is seen when filling large area using PDE based inpainting algorithm. This type of algorithm incorporates advantages of both image inpainting and texture synthesis. So, our focus is on exemplar based inpainting algorithms. Many researchers have proposed a large variety of exemplar based image inpainting algorithms to restore the structure and texture of damaged images. This paper gives solution for unknown row filling problem found in fast and enhanced algorithm for exemplar based. In the experiment we show that our approach is superior over earlier approach. Rest of this paper is organized as follow. Literature review and comparative study of various exemplar based inpainting algorithm is shown in section 2. Analysis of existing fast and enhanced algorithm for exemplar based is given in section 3. Design of proposed algorithm is given in section 4. Results are shown in section 5. Section 6 shows conclusion and future extension.
LITERATURE REVIEW 2.1 Exemplar Based Inpainting Algorithm
Common steps seen in various exemplar based inpainting algorithm are as follows:
1. Mark the inpainting region 2. Decide boundary of missing region 3. Get the patch from boundary of missing information (patch which contains missing as well as known information.) 4. Select patch based on priority. Find another patch from known area which is similar with selected patch. Metric for finding similar patch may be different with different exemplar based algorithms. 5. Update missing information in selected patch from found similar patch Mark selected patch region as known region. 6. Repeat steps 3 to step 6 until whole inpainted region is not filled. [1] We call step3 as priority criteria, step 4 as searching criteria and step 5 and step 6 as updating criteria. Various exemplar based algorithm has its own priority criteria and searching criteria. We have done comparative analysis based on these criteria.
Exemplar Based Inpainting Algorithm Variations
Alexander Wong and Jeff Orchard presented a non-local means approach to exemplar-based inpainting [3] . An image with redundant content could have several samples that could be combined to form a more robust estimate of the missing information. In [3] authors proposed that improved inpainting quality can be achieved using nonlocal information from multiple samples within the image. The relative contribution of each sample to the reconstruction of a target pixel is determined using a weighted similarity function and aggregated to form the missing information. In [4] Robust Algorithm for Exemplar Based Inpainting is presented, their main contribution is generic priority function to provide robust performance. Criminisi's [2] contribution in exemplar based algorithm is that they have explored a fill order which explicitly encourages propagation of linear structure (together with texture), the default favorite has been the "onion peel" strategy. Avoid "over-shooting" artifacts that occur when image edges are allowed to grow indefinitely. The goal was to find good balance between the propagation of structured regions and that of textured regions the algorithm proposed algorithm achieves such a balance by combining the structure "push" with a confidence term that tends to reduce sharp inshooting appendices in the contour of the target region. Anupam [1] give solution to the problem, if two or more patch has same mean square error, so to decide patch which is most suitable for the patch to be filled is done by calculating variance. In order to reduce computational complexity instead of searching in whole image, reduced search area is proposed. In [5] novel priority scheme is designed to assign priority and guide the filling-in order, which is a crucial step for the performance of the inpainted results. New data term is introduced based on calculation of variation of variance of neighboring patch. In [6] Authors extend an exemplar-based image inpainting method by incorporating Bézier curves to construct missing edge information. Mean shift segmentation is used to extract contours of each region. After the structure information of an image is determined, destroyed contours will be connected in curve fitting process and damaged regions will be inpainted by using exemplar-based inpainting method. They introduce a new data term, based on edge information and a new concept of patch template, to make sure that the best structural similarity is achieved.
Comparative Analysis of Exemplar Based Inpainting Algorithm
Various search criteria in various exemplar based inpainting algorithm are categorized as one or more patch which uses more than one patch as name suggest, Patch template which uses neighboring pixels of patch, Reduced search are searches for similar patch in nearby region of inpainting region instead of searching in whole image. Priority calculation in various exemplar based inpainting algorithm is categorized as Isophote driven which uses confidence and data terms in its calculation for considering texture and structure information. Confidence term represents reliable information surrounding. Data term is function of the strength of isophotes hitting the front, Edge driven priority add information of edge, Variation of variance priority scheme as the name suggest emphasize on variance calculation. 
ANALYSIS OF EXSITING ALGORITHM
Our chosen algorithm is [1] fast and enhanced exemplar based inpainting algorithm as it can reconstruct image are in less computation time and also gives solution for multiple similar mean square error patch. We are extending this [1] algorithm.
Various Parameters
Various parameters of Fast and Enhanced Exemplar based image inpainting are Alpha α, Beta ß, Omega, window size w.α and ß are component weights for confidence and data term respectively.  is regularizing factor for controlling the curve smoothness. Using this confidence term the value of the confidence term is regularized to [ω, 1] .Window size w denotes patch size. 
Examining Nature Fig 1 Unknown Row Filling Problem
This method can reconstruct large image area without blur. It is computationally expensive but takes less computation time than Criminisi's approach. Searching best exemplar takes more computational time and mean square error calculation for one patch does not depends upon another patch hence they can be considered as independent task which shows parallel behavior. Filling order is critical, it is greedy algorithm. We have identified unknown row filling behavior.
We have investigated one case of incorrect filling in the image. We denote patch to be filled as p and best patch match found by q. after applying best exemplar search in fast and enhanced exemplar based inpainting algorithm, patch with minimum error is found. There is no knowledge for filling in lower rows of patch p. Minimum error is found by considering upper rows of p and q. Hence it will produce wrong filling. We will term this problem as "Unknown row filling problem" throughout this paper.
Solution for Unknown Row Filling Problem
We have thought various solutions for solving "unknown row filling problem"
Modify priority calculation
We should modify priority function such that patch suffering from unknown row filling problem should not get higher priority. But as by lowering priority of patch suffering from unknown row filling problem other patch having lower priority get higher priority, which may propagate wrong information. When designing priority function, all things mentioned above should be taken care.
Modify searching criteria:
When searching for best exemplar match, not only consider information within patch only, but also consider neighboring information outside of patch for matching. For that we have to consider up to which extend in neighborhood also there is missing information. If information is missing in neighborhood also, than there won't be any benefit of searching by considering that neighborhood. It is somewhat similar concept as patch template given in [28] but here difference is they are setting value of neighborhood in algorithm and our idea is to make algorithm automatically decide it.
Modify updating criteria:
If found patch with minimum mean square error is suffering from "unknown row filling problem", update information of remaining raw which are not suffering from this problem. By doing so valid portion of found patch will be copied correctly and invalid portion will be ignored, hence it will not propagate wrong information in image. So size of patch which will be filled is decided adaptively during filling. So, we will term proposed method as "Adaptive size filling method". We have worked on this proposed idea.
DESIGN OF PROPOSED ALGORITHM
Here design of this proposed algorithm is presented. It includes pseudo code design for proposed algorithm. 
Else
Update only those pixels which are not in the row due to which patch suffers from unknown.
Put that patch in list.
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
To verify the impact of modification in updating criteria, we performed test on several images and compared so-obtained results with conventional approach. Several of the images are taken from various literature and we cite appropriate paper whenever possible. Patch size is taken same as in original fast and enhanced exemplar based inpainting algorithm (9x9). In Figure 3 we have tried to remove woman from photograph. With original fast and enhanced exemplar based inpainting algorithm we can see some artificial feature is added as in Figure3 (c), We have removed some of unwanted feature as shown in Figure3 (d) by applying solution to unknown row filling problem. There is need to identify problem due to which it creates some wrong unwanted feature in order to even more improve this algorithm so to achieve acceptable solution. Figure 4 and Figure 5 also shows improvement in result by our proposed method. Figure 5 (h) shows wrong information marked by red circle due to lack of the knowledge about background. White strips wrongly created in Figure  5 (g) are removed by applying solution to unknown row filling problem. In Figure 6 we have tried to remove moving turtle, We have solved the problem of unknown row filling in Figure 6 (d),but still it suffers from edge continuity problem. It is clear from result that it copied background information marked by red circle in place of blue circle.
Experiments on Static Image

Experiments on Moving Objects
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE EXTENSION
We identified unknown row filling problem in filling problem in fast and enhanced algorithm for exemplar based and proposed method to solve it .Proposed improvement solves the problem of unknown row filling and better result than original algorithm for fast and enhanced exemplar based inpainting algorithm [1] But still experiments with images shows that it suffers from other problems due to which it adds some unwanted wrong information from background in the image. Future work is knowledge of background information which includes edge continuity, neighboring object information, knowledge of distinction between two different objects in image or between object and background should be added when copying patch to make this algorithm intelligent.
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